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Robert Vernon’s product-cycle model, developed in 1966, made a substantial contribution to the understanding of patterns of world trade. Although the underlying concepts of the model regarding the locus of innovation appear to continue to hold true, there is increasing reason to question whether both the geographical pattern of diffusion and the time horizon over which the diffusion takes place remain accurate in 1984.

The product-cycle model [45] has provided valuable insights into the process of international trade and investment. Though less rigorous than the Ricardian or Heckscher-Ohlin models, it has been useful due to its explicit consideration of the role of changing technology, scale economies, and risk and uncertainty in the trade and investment process. But eighteen years have passed since the introduction of the model, and its efficacy must be questioned. To what extent does Vernon’s 1966 model explain patterns of trade and investment in 1984 or in years to come? What are the implications for strategists of necessary changes in the model?

The International Product Cycle

The international product-cycle model [45] assumes that as products evolve through the product life [29], their marketing and production needs change. Consequently, the international trade and investment patterns of these products evolve over time as well. Thus, a product’s present stage in the international product-cycle model helps to explain why it is manufactured at one location and sold at another. The international product-cycle model suggests that innovations are more likely to occur near the potential market for the innovation [23, 45]. Support for this proposition comes from both supply and demand factors. Briefly, on the supply side, innovators are more likely to recognize the preferences and needs of their home environments’ markets, and they will direct their energies toward fulfilling these needs. (Risk-averse innovators operating within a corporate reward system are also more likely to direct their attentions close to home because they perceive the exploitation of local markets to be less risky than the attempted exploitation of remote ones.) On the demand side, the price elasticity of demand for new products is generally low [36]. Thus, cost considerations may be less important than persuading consumers to adopt the product at this early stage [20]. Instead, the need for frequent and effective communication between the producer and the market is paramount at this phase of development. Furthermore, product traits must evolve toward those attributes that represent the best trade-off between cost and differentiation as time passes. A ten-year-old product is rarely a replica of its first prototype due to experience curve factors, changing tastes, and the nature of competition. Different markets make diverse demands on a product and on competition.

Vernon’s product-cycle model [45] argued that the domestic corporate base (in Vernon’s examples, the United States) would be the primary innovator and manufacturer of labor-saving products that would appeal to a mass market with high disposable income. In 1984, however, it would appear that Vernon’s model applies better to the old image of U.S. (domestic-based) innovation patterns, for it misses questions concerning product innovation and process.
innovation that are key to effective strategy formulation now. In his schema, as products mature, many forces would push cost reduction closer to the foreground of competitive needs. First, as more information about market needs becomes available, more opportunities for standardization become feasible (although concessions to the stylistic preferences of each market must also be made). Second, competitive pressures force firms to seek ways of increasing consumer value by lowering costs. Finally, as the bulk of purchases are made by the group that Rogers [36] calls “early majority,” rather than the “innovators,” consumer price elasticities increase. As the maturing process occurs, products would progress to Stage II of the Vernon product cycle and international activity would increase.

The forces that would lead an innovating firm to set up production facilities overseas are quite predictable.

Few exports from the domestic-based firm to other Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries would be likely to occur very early in the life of the products. But as time progresses and the firm’s experience increases, its volume of exports would grow. Ultimately, the model suggests, this growth would lead to a decision to expand the firm’s scope of manufacturing operations. Often, production facilities would be set up in key foreign markets after marketing facilities had proven successful. This decision is the watershed between Stage I and Stage II in the Vernon product-cycle model.

The forces that would lead an innovating firm to set up production facilities overseas are quite predictable. Growing export volume in its domestic market eventually reaches the level where production operations at minimum efficient scale could take place at another site. Even where the opportunity to produce at minimum efficient plant scale is not attractive enough to induce a decision to locate manufacturing sites overseas, the desire to preempt potential competitors may be a strong motivation [31]. Local governments may decide to erect tariff barriers or other trade barriers to protect local employment goals, balance of payments, economic growth, or other objectives from import competition. These barriers can serve as an added inducement for timely investments in the local market, because soon after the innovating firm decides to produce abroad, the odds are very high that its rivals will try to follow in short order [28]. If the barriers can be erected to protect the innovating firm’s plant from out

siders (or would-be followers), they constitute an inducement for the firm’s foreign direct investments.

As products progress through Stage II, cost considerations often increase in importance to the firm. Newly industrializing countries appear increasingly attractive as sites for manufacturing facilities if their labor costs (and political risks) are relatively low. The decision to locate production facilities in newly industrializing nations which may not consume the output of their factories is the watershed between Stage II and Stage III in the Vernon product-cycle model, and several factors may affect the probability and timing of the transition from Stage II to Stage III [45]. The most likely candidates to enter Stage III include products which require significant labor inputs; products which have high price elasticities of demand; products whose manufacturing processes do not rely heavily on external economics; products which can be inventoried without fear of obsolescence; and products whose values are high compared to their weight or bulk, for these products may be transshipped in firms’ global distribution networks. During Stage III, the firm’s domestic base (in this example, the United States) usually becomes a net importer of the product. Eventually, the other OECD countries become net importers of the product, as well. The propositions contained in the Vernon product-cycle model survived empirical tests by Wells (consumer durables), Stobaugh (petrochemicals), and others. But other developments challenge the model’s validity.

Innovation and Scarcity

The international product-cycle model suggested that innovations are a response to a relative scarcity or abundance of factor endowments in a particular location [45]. In essence, “necessity is the mother of invention” [23, 17, 15], and there is abundant historical evidence to support this contention. Innovations in Europe, an area which is relatively resource-poor, have tended to be resource-conserving devices [15], and the British “energy crisis” in the 1890s is of particular interest. If one reads the popular economic literature of England during the 1890s, including the writings of Jevons, one realizes that the entire industrial revolution was threatened by the coal shortage [37]. The British feared they had come close to exhausting all of the deposits of coal close to the surface. Their redeeming innovation was new mining technology that permitted the recovery of deeper coal deposits. (Several analogies in the U.S. oil industry may be found in the twentieth century.)

Wartime history provides clear examples of innovative response to resource shortages. During the
Napoleonic Wars, when France was cut off from Spanish alcalis, the French invented the Leblanc process for creating synthetic alcalis. When the Germans were cut off from Chilean nitrates during World War I, they developed the Haber process for Chilean nitrates [47]. The United States developed synthetic rubber in response to wartime threats to U.S. supplies of natural rubber, and the U.S. chemical industry began its intensive research and development efforts (which resulted in sulfa drugs and other miraculous cures) only after being severed from German parent firms during wartime [20].

The relative scarcity of labor in the United States made it a fertile ground for the innovation of labor-saving devices [45]. During the 1970s, U.S. concerns regarding resource scarcity shifted from labor to energy, and the demand for energy-saving devices and processes stimulated innovation activity in the area of alternative forms of energy, including biomass, solar, and photovoltaic processes. For some innovators, the energy glut of 1984 is merely a temporary aberration in the consumption of a finite resource whose reserves are clearly declining. The implications of energy scarcities for the geographical pattern of innovation and for future movements through the international product cycle are particularly noteworthy. In Europe, where experience in developing resource-saving innovations far outpaces that of the United States, there has been a keen recognition of Europe’s historic dependence on petroleum, and corresponding efforts at conservation date back at least to the 1950s [15]. Efforts to prevent an interruption of supplies have included numerous government-backed efforts in oil exploration, pipeline construction, and state-owned enterprises. ENI, for example, which is owned by the Italian government, was directed by the government to pioneer ownership arrangements with Third World suppliers of petroleum. Thus, ENI set up an equity joint venture with the National Iranian Oil Company in a move that had far-reaching implications for the structure of the global oil industry [16]. Similarly, the Japanese, who are even more dependent on outsiders for energy supplies than the Europeans are, have undertaken innovative business arrangements to supplement their weaknesses [49, 43]. The ramifications of their willingness to accommodate the desires of local partners in order to achieve their objectives will have far-reaching effects on the structure of other global industries and on the locus of innovative activity.

Given their historical experiences, it is likely that the infrastructures of European and Japanese research and development facilities would be more conducive to the development of energy-saving products and processes. Using the logic of Vernon’s argument [45] regarding the location of innovation, it follows that one would expect to see energy-saving innovations developed in Europe or Japan and then moved to the United States via export initially, and subsequently through local manufacture (foreign direct investment). This pattern of geographical development and diffusion has already been witnessed in small automobiles, and soon may occur in consumer electronics and other industries [34]. (Smaller-sized appliances and consumer products have been exported to the United States successfully because local manufacturers ignored these sizes or product configurations in their product lines.) In summary, there is good reason to believe that a new pattern in trade and investment will emerge for a significant range of products. Innovation will occur in Europe or Japan. At first, the new products will be exported to the United States and later they will be manufactured in the United States under license, through joint ventures, or by the subsidiaries of European and Japanese multinationals, as well as by the overseas affiliates of U.S. firms [25, 32, 48].

**Innovation and Affluence**

Another characteristic of the United States market that Vernon cited [45] as being significant in shaping innovative behavior and thereby shaping patterns of trade was the presence of a large high-income market. No other national market in the OECD matches the United States for sheer size, but by 1984, median income levels for the Japanese and for many European markets had been level with the United States for a good length of time. This income parity has existed long enough that the “portfolio” of consumer goods in many Japanese or European households is far more similar to that of U.S. households than was the case fifteen years earlier. In some consumer electronics products, in fact, maturity and market saturation occurred in Japan before it occurred in the United States (thus spurring exports of those products from Japan to the U.S.).

Accordingly, if the patterns of innovation described by Vernon [45] continue to hold, there is ample reason to believe that the United States is no longer the primary site of innovations designed to appeal to a mass high-income market. One might expect the Japanese and Europeans to share more equally in this type of innovating activity, and substantial industry evidence suggests this is indeed the case. For example, the Michelin radial tire was developed in France but is now widely in use in the United States. Several years ago, Michelin began manufacturing radial tires in a South Carolina subsidiary. Thus, radial tires may be considered an example of a Stage II product which originated in a domestic market and spread overseas [45]. Videotape recorders were invented for professional use by Ampex, but were developed for the consumer electron
ics market in Japan (by Sony and Matsushita). Videotape machines are manufactured by U.S. and European firms under licenses from the innovators (or, the innovators act as sources for private-brand labeling if a U.S. firm’s sales volume is too low to manufacture the VTRs in-house). Sony has a West Coast manufacturing facility now, and several other Japanese consumer electronics firms have renovated U.S. manufacturing facilities after acquiring them. To be sure, the United States will continue to have a share of the innovations aimed at high-income consumers, but the key point is that the almost exclusive U.S. dominance in this sector of innovation, which was cited by Vernon in 1966 [45] has eroded substantially. Furthermore, there is reason to believe that this position will continue to erode.

**Innovation and Industrial Policy**

Having discussed some changes in patterns of factor scarcity and income which may alter the geographical pattern of product innovation and diffusion as the Vernon product cycle [45] proceeds, it is necessary to explain herein how changes in the role of government could substantially modify the model’s predictions, either in its original form or the modified form suggested here. Changes in U.S. industrial policy, for example, could modify the predictions of any international trade or investment model based on purely economic criteria. These policies could include support for local R&D efforts, relaxation of antitrust laws to facilitate joint innovative effort, legislation of local content quotas or other efforts designed to stimulate local innovation behavior [1, 5, 33, 38, 44]. Much has been written about the active involvement of the Japanese MITI in the stimulation of key research-based industries, and some policymakers advocate a similar role of resource allocation for some U.S. entity. It is useful to recall the relative magnitude of existing U.S. government subsidies to industry when comparing them to other nations’ R&D expenditures.

Proportionately, the role of the U.S. government in the overall innovative efforts by U.S. industry is substantial. Over 50 percent of expenditures on innovation by U.S. industry has come from government sources [47]. The proportional role played by European governments in the innovative efforts of local industry has been comparable; however, that still leaves the European efforts far short of U.S. efforts in absolute terms. The purpose of mentioning these statistics is to demonstrate the importance of government policy in determining the geographical pattern of innovation and the diffusion of innovations across national boundaries. (U.S. government policy toward innovation involves defense policy, energy policy, and other questions concerning the allocation of the federal budget, and attempts to explain or predict such a complex process are beyond the scope of this article.) Given the importance of federal government policy, it is worthwhile to identify some apparent forces that appear to be shaping trends in government research and development spending because awareness of these forces will allow strategists to focus their attentions on determining the implications of these forces for federal R&D policy.

There are many indications that the U.S. government will place increased emphasis on research and development in the future. The present mood of the U.S. Congress, accentuated by the conflict in Lebanon and the crisis in Grenada, makes increased military expenditures a near certainty for the next fiscal year. Furthermore, there has been a growing nationwide concern over increasing Soviet military strength after the destruction of a civilian Korean airliner. The antimilitary feeling that achieved such prominence during the Vietnam war years is clearly receding. Current complacency concerning energy supplies has permitted an antinuclear movement to strengthen, but its effect does not lessen federal interest in funding research to accelerate military innovations. Increased military innovations are likely to have spreading effects into the civilian sector, and since many firms that were heavily dependent on military expenditures in the 1960s have shifted their emphasis to consumer markets, it is likely that these firms will continue to seek civilian applications for future military innovations they may develop.

Transcending government spending on defense is of general concern to the United States over its decline as a world power. Manifestations of this perceived decline include reduced U.S. technological innovations, and obsession with all things Japanese, and increased attention to the need to improve product quality. This concern represents a change in the pendulum’s swing, for during the late 1960s and early 1970s, many Americans were looking inward to the correction of social inequities and corruption in government. These themes appear to have lost their momentum in recent years as attention refocuses on the space shuttle and global weapons deployment programs. Government-guided emphasis on research signals that public support for technological leadership will mean an increasing role for federal policies in shaping future technologies [12]. The implications of this role for trade patterns and foreign investment need to be monitored carefully, for they will mean a significant variance from the predictions of the international product cycle model. As U.S. firms develop strategies for sharing ideas, technological innovations, and other assets which give them competitive advantage, federal industrial policy could have significant effects upon the structures of many domestic industries which are becoming global [2, 4, 9, 11, 13, 14, 18, 24, 26, 27].
Shorter Product Lives

The second significant change in the product cycle process described by Vernon [45] is a shortening of the time frame in which products pass through the product cycle. The forces which compress this time frame are changes in the strategies and structure of modern business enterprise, particularly the multinational corporation and the development of global industries [35]. Competitive strategy has become more concerned with experience curve and appropriability concepts, and these concepts limit the applications of the Vernon product cycle. Finally, the way in which multinational enterprises develop innovations and diffuse them across national boundaries is affected by their organizational structures. The effects of these forces on the product-cycle model are developed below.

Experience Curves and the Product Cycle

The experience curve concept (sometimes called dynamic economies to scale by economists) relates how unit costs of production decrease from the first prototype to present-day volumes. Because the increasing base for doubling volumes reduces the speed with which incremental cost improvements are enjoyed as firms progress along a particular curve, the sharpest declines in unit production costs are realized in the early phases of experience [22]. The implications of this concept for competitive strategy should be clear. If firms pioneer promising products subject to steep experience curves, they could seize large market shares by pricing low and expanding production facilities rapidly. This is the strategy of a low-cost producer who preempt potential entrants, and firms that choose the strategy of racing quickly down their experience curve with an innovation will export their products or manufacture overseas more rapidly than firms that are skimming their markets or exploiting a niche of the market. Their exports will be motivated by their desire to expand the market, thereby increasing their cumulative production volume rapidly. The rapid inception of overseas manufacturing would likely be the result of firms' desires to obtain an experience curve advantage through the shared experience of overseas production. This would be especially likely if the knowledge accumulated within the innovating plant cannot be quickly or effectively transferred from the domestic plant. As in the transitions from Stage I to Stage II previously discussed, the erection of barriers to trade or the need to preempt competitors may serve as a catalyst to using this competitive weapon. Such catalysts are likely to be activated earlier in the case of an innovating firm that wishes to exploit the experience curve effect aggressively for a straightforward economic reason. Cost considerations would lead innovating firms to establish foreign manufacturing facilities when the average unit cost of foreign manufacture is less than the delivered cost shipped from the home country plant (manufacturing costs plus transportation costs and tariffs). Firms that rush aggressively down the experience curve will more likely build foreign markets rapidly to the size where the cost calculation sketched above makes foreign manufacturing most economic. (The catalysts mentioned above will also remind management it needs to make periodic cost calculations to compare plant location policy with new alternatives.)

Appropriability and the Product Cycle

In the time since Vernon's product cycle was first introduced [45], the problem of "appropriability" has received increasing attention from strategists as well as academicians. (Appropriability refers to those characteristics of a new product or process innovation that determine the costliness of emulating the innovation.) If innovations are difficult, time-consuming, and costly to copy, they have high appropriability (i.e., innovators can appropriate a large portion of the monopoly profits emanating from their innovations for themselves). If innovations are easily, quickly, or cheaply copied, they have low appropriability, and innovators must move preemptively to seize as many monopoly rents as possible before rivals copy their ideas.

New products have played an increasingly important role in the strategies of many firms as their industries became subject to shorter product lives. The percentage of sales accounted for by the new products (those less than four years old) of machinery firms, for example, virtually doubled between 1960 and 1970 [40], and in the consumer sector the percentage of sales attributed to new products similarly doubled during this period. Exhibit 1 shows the increasingly important role of new products in international arenas. One strategic response multinational firms have used to cope with these increasing pressures for new products is to focus their innovative efforts upon products with high appropriability [30, 8]. However, some multinational firms are involved, to a substantial degree, in product lines whose innovations have low appropriability, and they continue to innovate in these products as a part of their historical corporate strategies. The low appropriability products may be complementary to the production of other high appropriability products, they may be byproducts, or they may be part of an integrated global system and thus should be evaluated as part of a total-strategic system (rather than on the locus competitors may be using to formulate strategies). Alternatively, firms may face exit barriers [19]. Firms may continue
to lavish attention on low appropriability products because they have recently invested in machinery, they have invested heavily in campaigns to build brand awareness, or they wish to hold the product in their full-line portfolio as a block against potential entrants seeking a toehold investment.

If firms pursue a strategy of innovation for products or processes of potentially low appropriability, how could they exploit their transitory competitive advantage? Assuming that innovators seek to maximize sales revenue in the short run while minimizing investment exposure (and assuming constant costs or increasing returns to scale), a short-run monopoly price should be charged to reflect the brief period when they possess exclusive advantages. Since innovating firms do not build overseas subsidiaries around the world for the purpose of manufacturing low appropriability products, basic research efforts should be combined with a skillful mixture of timely export, licensing, or joint-venture agreements to minimize their asset investments while maximizing market penetration and short-run profits. Thus, they develop new, high appropriability products while maximizing profits on low appropriability products before emulators can reduce profits.

The implications of the appropriability example for the Vernon product cycle [45] are similar to those for an aggressive experience curve strategy. One would expect a low appropriability product to pass quickly from Vernon’s Stage I to Stage II and even to Vernon’s Stage III (global transshipment from low-cost manufacturing sites). Thus, this corporate strategy imperative also creates a temporal compression in the Vernon product cycle [45]. As Exhibit 1 indicates, the international product cycle has been compressed with respect to time. From 1971 to 1975, almost 40 percent of all U.S. innovations included in the sample were produced within one year of their U.S. introduction. This statistic stands in sharp contrast with a 10 percent rate from 1956 to 1960. From these corporate strategies —“racing down the experience curve” and “quick exploitation of low appropriability innovations”—and by incorporating other contemporary realities, a more powerful application of the product cycle may be developed. The key variable that best seems to explain the time compression of the product-cycle model is multinational organizational structure, and the next section explains how skillful use of structural changes have enabled firms to manipulate their global strategies more effectively.

**Corporate Strategy and Structure**

Several researchers have substantiated the linkages between changes in strategy (to accommodate or preempt changing environments) and changes in organizational structure (to accommodate the new strategy). The adaptation process is sometimes painful and complex, but it becomes inevitable once strategy changes have been...
realized [3, 7, 10, 39]. If the strategy change is a related diversification, firms may use their existing facilities or trained and highly skilled personnel to develop new lines of business. Stress will plague their management systems unless accommodations are made for new ways of transferring some information across shared facilities rather than along functional lines. Furthermore, new product responsibilities (encompassing the “make and sell” tasks) must be delineated to accommodate changing markets and ways of competing across geographical boundaries, and control systems must parallel these new realities. Finally, the divergent time and goal orientations of managers must be reconciled in firms’ planning systems.

Stopford and Wells [41] found a fairly predictable pattern of strategy and structural development in multinational enterprises which echoed Chandler’s [7] findings. Although a firm’s initial involvement in foreign markets often arises through unsolicited export orders or requests by local customers for foreign shipment, as such requests are repeated the firm seeks formal distribution arrangements in foreign markets and begins to develop international capabilities [42]. As its export business grows, the firm may create a slot within its marketing organization for export managers, and these individuals maintain a vested interest in continuing (and expanding) the firm’s involvements in foreign markets. As export volumes increase further, distribution and sales arrangements which sufficed in the past are transcended by the firm’s own sales and service offices overseas [46]. If sales volumes warrant further investments, the firm may enter into licensing agreements with local producers or build its own overseas manufacturing facilities to obtain local supplies of their products. As firms become more involved in foreign markets, their organizations (and ways of conceptualizing the coordination of international activities) necessarily undergo changes. Whether international operations are centralized in a division which administers export sales, licensing arrangements, and facilities overseas or are integrated into product-line responsibility, the changes sketched above in the product-cycle model suggest a need for new ways of thinking about introducing new products.

In an emerging multinational organization, innovations developed in domestic markets are exploited there first, and international units are often given second priority. If the foreign managers are aggressive in their marketing strategies (and if the products are appropriate or easily adaptable for their markets), development of foreign markets can occur more rapidly where a free hand is given to these representatives. As foreign operations assume a greater role in overall corporate activities and the focus of corporate strategy becomes global, firms that have developed corresponding global organizations have the opportunity to match product innovations with market opportunities almost immediately wherever they may occur. The more effective global systems would permit rapid matching of local product needs with innovations, and where the specific products needed are not immediately available, centralized resource allocators could “hire” the innovating unit within the corporate family that is best suited to develop products to be its supplier. Priorities would be established according to market attractiveness measures, experience curve and appropriability criteria, and other dimensions deemed crucial to global strategies in order to ration scarce research.

**EXHIBIT 2**

**Years to First Foreign Production by Organizational Stage of Innovator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Stage at the Time of Innovation*</th>
<th>Total Number of Innovations</th>
<th>Years to First Foreign Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Function Divisions</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-1-2-3-5-6-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Without international division</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>4-6-5-11-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. With international division</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1-3-7-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Product Divisions</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>3-4-6-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Without international division</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2-3-9-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. With international division</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>16-18-27-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Product Division</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2-6-4-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Area Divisions</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2-1-1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Matrix</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5-7-2-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The sample used in this exhibit is limited to those parent firms for which historical data exist on successive organizational stages and years of organizational transition. Innovations are tabulated according to the organizational stage of the firm at the time the innovation was introduced in the U.S. For definition of organizational stages, see J.M. Stopford and L.T. Wells, Jr., Managing the Multinational Enterprise: Organization of the Firm and Ownership Subsidiaries (New York: Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1972).
monies. Subsidiary area managers would coordinate with product divisions in order to coordinate product introduction campaigns, and this process would balance divisional priorities with the priorities of area managers to exploit those opportunities offering the greatest relative merit.

Exhibit 2 suggests a general trend toward faster responses for firms using globalized organizational structures. These data suggest that as multinational firms advance through the structural evolutions described above, their time frame within which innovations pass from Vernon’s Stage I to Stage II shrinks considerably [8]. Thus, firms with international divisions manufacture new products abroad more rapidly than similar firms without divisions of commensurate status. In the case of functionally organized firms, 40 percent of the innovations from firms with some form of international division were manufactured overseas within two years or less, but only 6 percent of the innovations of functionally organized firms without international divisions were diffused abroad rapidly. For firms organized along product lines, the analogous figures were 33 percent for firms with international divisions and only 18 percent for firms without divisions of commensurate status. About 80 percent of all products innovated within globally integrated organizations were manufactured abroad within two years or less, and every innovation in this sample for that subgroup was diffused globally within five years or less.

The implications of these data for the Vernon product cycle [45] are also straightforward. As the structures of multinational firms evolve (in response to their global strategies), the time frame in which the Vernon product cycle [45] progresses is compressed substantially. Briefly, in a world populated by multinational firms with globalized matrix structures, questions of the geographical location of innovation (a key factor in the Vernon product cycle [45]) have virtually no place in explaining patterns of trade. As global systems become crucial as a means of competing for competitive advantage, innovations must be developed in multiple locations, refined in other sites where value can be added, and adapted to local markets where opportunities seem most attractive. Rapid product lives and low product appropriability will exacerbate firms’ needs for coordinating mechanisms to accelerate information exchange and enhancing innovative activity. In some settings, these mandates will be achieved by forming coalitions with a variety of domestic industry participants [21]. In other settings, firms will have to break down insular viewpoints and parochial loyalties to surmount national boundaries and a “not invented here” syndrome which can taint innovative organizations. Greater autonomy and status equalization may also be necessary to incubate the type of corporate setting where overseas subsidiaries receive commensurate attention and opportunities to innovate in the interests of their global family. Although the precise balance of these trade-offs will differ from firm to firm, it is no longer safe to rely upon a unidimensional innovation strategy within global industries.
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